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Francis Berry (1915- ) has published his Collected Poems. The collection includes
almost all the former publications since 1933which are: Gospel of Fire (1933) ; Snake
in the Moon (1936); The Iron Christ (1938); Fall of a Tower (1941); Murdock and Other
Poems (1948); Morant Bay and Other Poems (1961); Ghosts of Greenland(1966); From
the Red Fort (1984).
Berry's poems are supported by his theory of poetry. He is an outstanding poetic
critic and a scholar of English Literature who is capable of explaining his poetics in
scholastic terms of phonetics based on both keen insight of English and its sounds and
objective knowledge.Great poets possess naturally keen sensitivity and insight into the
language and its sounds and are able to realize them in their actual works; Shakespeare
is the best example. They are usually unable to express their poetics but through their
actual works. Conversely, therefore, if we read them with sufficient phonetic and
linguistic knowledge,their phonetic and linguistic features are readily perceived.
Francis Berry is, on the contrary, a very rare case (parallel probably to Hopkins who
wrote his poetics in letters and notebooks) in that he has publishedhis poetics in books.
His Poetry and the Physical Voice (1962) and Poets' Grammar (1958) are particularly
important in this sense. These books are the manifestation of his scholastic predilection
which acquired for him chairs of English Literature at both Sheffield and London.
Skimming through the Collected Poems, one is immediately impressed with the
versatility and variety of subject matter; it ranges from modern technological devices
like the sky rocket and

photograph to people like G. Wilson Knight and William

Empson through nature (who cannot be a nature poet as English, though), historical
events, legends, fantasies and others. This diversity is a clear reflection of our age of
rapid progress and the expansion of modern industry and society controlled by it. Berry's
attitude towards his subject matter is on the whole Christian in both the strict and
broad sense of the word; his personality warm and passionate.
Yet Berry's style is unmistakably and dramatically both Elizabethan and medieval.
He has been fighting for and championing the power of his mother tongue. This is the
mainstream and soul of English poetry. No doubt his language lacks the smoothness and
softness of the language of modern and contemporary English poetry. He has even
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